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1. Introduction 

We are surrounded by textile fabrics every second of our daily life. Being produced in 
enormous amounts, these products were considered simple mechanical constructions for a 
long time. During the last few decades aspects of functional products and smart textiles 
directed more scientific attention towards a more profound understanding of the relations 
between fabric structure and performance properties. 

The overall properties of a textile fabric structure are determined by a series of constructive 
parameters built in at different levels of material design. For example the wetting behaviour 
and the final water uptake of a fabric will be determined by: 

- type of fibre material and fibre properties chosen to produce the fabric e.g. cellulose 
fiber, polyolefine type fibre 

- technical construction of the yarn e.g. spinning process, turns per meter, yarn count 
- fabric construction, e.g. plain weave, single jersey. 

As a result an enormous variability of designs can be chosen for a certain application. The 
best performance of a product will be achieved by appropriate choice of the right technical 
design parameters for a certain application. 

 
Fig. 1. Classification of textile fibres. 
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Textile fibres can be divided into two main categories, natural and man-made, as it is 
depicted in Fig. 1; in addition, there is another category which lies in between, and shares 
some features of both categories – it is termed ‘regenerated fibres’ and includes regenerated 
cellulosic fibres, which are typically wood pulp converted into continuous filaments by 
dissolving the wood in suitable solvents from which they can be regenerated. 

Cellulose fibres exhibit a unique position among the textile fibres, due to their 
hydrophilicity and their ability to change their dimension by swelling. Swelling occurs in 
water, polar solvents and in particular in aqueous alkali hydroxide solutions, which are 
widely applied in textile finishing processes of cotton and regenerated cellulose fibres. Due 
to their high swelling capability regenerated cellulose fibres are highly sensitive during the 
alkaline treatment, thus a careful selection of alkalisation conditions for such fabrics is 
required. This particular behavior of cellulose to swell extensively in alkaline solutions 
results in a different performance in comparison to synthetic fibres. Herein, the chapter is 
dedicated to detailed discussion of the fibre behavior and the resulting effects/impacts onto 
regenerated man-made fabrics, for example lyocell fabric, during alkalisation. 

2. Regenerated cellulose 

It is difficult to verify when cellulosic materials were used the first time for clothing, because 
of the biodegradability, but the oldest cotton textiles found go back to 5800 BC and were 
found in a cave in Tehuacän in ancient Mexico;(Abu-Rous, 2006) other important sources 
like flax, linen, hemp or wool were also used in early history. For instance, Babylonia was 
the first country to process and trade in wool (Babylonia = land of wool) and also, the proof 
of using leather of different skin in clothes and shoes by discovery of the oldest European 
mummy; Ötzi the Iceman – man who lived about 5,300 years ago, on the border between 
Austria and Italy. (Hollemeyer et al., 2008; Kutschera & Rom, 2000) 

Regenerated cellulose fibres are the first artificial fibres ever made. Processes capable of 
dissolving the cellulose derived from wood or cotton linters were first discovered by 
Schnöbein (1845, nitrocellulose soluble in organic solvents), Schweizer (1857, cellulose in 
cuprammonium solution), Cross, Bevan and Beadle (1885, cellulose sulfidized in sodium 
hydroxide; 1894, cellulose triacetate in chloroform) followed by commercial production of 
acetate fibres started in 1919; in 1955 they were joined by triacetate. The introduction of 
modifiers by Cox in 1950 and the development of high-wet-strength fibres initiated by 
Tachikawa in 1951 again increased the variety of cellulosic man-mades. In the 1960s, high 
wet modulus type rayon fibres were developed to improve resistance to alkali and to 
increase wet fibre mechanical properties and dimensional stability of fabrics. In the 1970s, 
new kinds of rayon fibres were produced - Avtex Avril III (a multilobal fibre), Rayonier's 
Prima and Courtaulds' Viloft (a hollow fibre with high water-holding capacity). In the late 
1970s due to increasing investment in pollution control, which became cost-determining, 
several companies (Courtaulds, Lenzing, Enka) started to examine the application of carbon 
disulfide-free, direct solution systems for cellulose. Several direct solvent systems, such as 
dimethylsulfoxide/para-formaldehyde, N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO) and N,N-
dimethylacetamide lithium chloride were investigated, but only NMMO became of practical 
importance. Lyocell fibre made from an NMMO-solution is today a newest class of man-
made cellulosic with very promising properties.  
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The main raw material from which regenerated cellulosic fibres are manufactured is 
purified wood pulp; mainly produced from wood and linters, but also from annual plants. 
For its conversion into textile fibres, it must be dissolved in a suitable solvent from which it 
can be regenerated as continuous filaments after the solution has been extruded through a 
fine orifice. At present, the following three methods are mostly used: the viscose process; the 
lyocell process; and the cuprammonium process. 

Most of the world's man-made cellulose fibres are produced via the viscose process; these 
fibres are called ‘rayons’ because of the basic fibre-forming process, which involves cellulose 
regeneration from a cellulose xanthate, a chemical derivative of cellulose and carbon 
disulfide. The viscose process is characterized by high versatility, which is the result of 
various modifications that can be made at different stages of the process. The degree of 
polymerization of cellulose used, additives to modify the viscose solution, coagulation 
(controlled by coagulation bath additives, exerting an effect on the orientation and 
alignment of the cellulose molecules in the direction of the fibre axis), and stretching applied 
during fibre processing, can lead to a huge range of rayon forms and properties. These 
variations and their consequences on the end products are given in details in Morton and 
Hearle (1993). 

With regard to the macrostructure of viscose fibres, regenerated cellulosics are different in 
their morphology to cotton as they have no lumen and are non-fibrillar (Fig. 2), which is 
directly due to the manufacturing process. 

 
Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of viscose fibres. 

Lyocell is the generic name of a new generation of regenerated cellulosic fibres made by a 
solvent spinning process. The development of this fibre was driven by the desire for an 
environmentally friendly process to produce cellulosic fibres with an improved 
performance profile and cost compared to viscose rayon, utilizing renewable resources as 
raw materials.  

This cellulosic fibre is derived from wood pulp (typically eucalyptus) produced from 
sustainably managed forests; the wood pulp (good quality, DP = 400-1000) is mixed at 70-90 
°C with approximately 80% (v/v) N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide (NMMO) solution in water 
with a small quantity of degradation inhibitor. NMMO is capable of physically dissolving 
cellulose without any derivatisation, complexation or special activation, and it is able to 
break the inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen-bonds of cellulose.  
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In the ternary system, cellulose is dissolved in a narrow region and the solution is stabilised 
using suitable chemicals, e.g. isopropyl gallate. The homogenous solution (dope) with a 
minimum of undissolved pulp particles and air bubbles, is put into the evaporator vessel 
(evaporation of water) operated under vacuum to reduce temperature (ca 90-120 °C), due to 
the amine oxide solvent in solution degrading if it is overheated. Before spinning, the 
solution is passed through two stages of filtration. For spinning, the solution is supplied to 
each jet (a small air gap with thousands of tiny holes), and it is then extruded and spun 
through an air gap (fibre or tow is obtained) into a spin bath containing dilute amine oxide 
solution. The fibres are drawn or stretched in the air gap by the pull of traction units or godets. 
Afterwards, the fibres are washed and from the excess liquor and NMMO is recovered by 
filtration, purification and concentration. Lyocell fibre differs from viscose rayon in the fibre 
structure and morphology (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Lyocell fibre SEM micrograph.(Zhang, 2004) 

 Viscose Process Lyocell Process

Derivatisation CS2, NaOH  ---- 
Solvent  NaOH NMMO 
Toxicity Very toxic (CS2) Non-toxic 
Spinning Bath H2SO4, ZnSO4 H2O 
Pulps  Small variety  Large Variety 
Recovery  Complex Simple  

Table 1. Comparison of the viscose and lyocell processes.(Harvey, 2007) 

Production of fibres using this process has very little impact on the environment mainly in 
terms of chemical used and is a benign technology process. The manufacturing process 
recovers >99% of the solvent, additionally, the solvent itself is non-toxic and all the effluent 
produced is non-hazardous. The environmental impact of the viscose and lyocell processes 
are compared in Table 1. Lyocell is designed as a fully biodegradable cellulosic polymer 
with beneficial properties, which will be mentioned later. Despite all of these benefits, the 
production of lyocell was in 2002 only ca. 2.5% of the total regenerated cellulosic fibre 
production (total of 2.76 million tonnes), as shown in Fig. 4.(Abu-Rous, 2006) 

The lyocell process is less flexible then the viscose process due to the high orientation of the 
obtained polymer after the air gap. However, there are other possibilities to influence the 
structure and properties of lyocell fibres using physical process parameters.  

Lyocell fibres have the thinnest and longest crystallites, even the amorphous regions are 
oriented along the fibre axis, and its crystallinity is of high degree (up to 60-70%). These 
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fibres have a microfibrillar structure because a portion of the molecular chains aggregate to 
form microcrystals while recrystallizing along the chains, whereas the remaining chains 
exist in the amorphous phase as links between these two phases.(Okano & Sarko, 1984) In 
the crystalline regions of cellulose II polymers, the layered structure is very regular, so the 
length of hydrogen bonds between molecules is the same.  

 
Fig. 4. World production of cellulosic fibres in tonnes. 

Although, the physical properties of lyocell are unique among all kinds of rayons (Table 2) 
remarkably when wet, problems of lyocell properties occur as well.(Woodings, 1995) The 
weaker lateral links between crystallities are consequence of the highly crystalline lyocell 
structure and as a result of wet abrasion, at the surface of fibre the separation of fibrous 
elements known as fibrillation (Fig. 5) occurs. Basically, it is the longitudinal splitting of a 
single fibre filament into microfibers of 1-4 µm in diameter. It can also yield the ‘peach skin’ 
touch of fabrics, characteristic surface touch of lyocell fibre, but unwanted and uncontrolled 
fibrillation can worsen the fabric quality, for example, entanglement of microfibers causes a 
serious problem of pilling. 

 
Fig. 5. Fibrillation of lyocell fibre. (Zhang, 2004) 

Man-made cellulose fibres, such as viscose or lyocell, morphological structure can be 
described as a network of elementary fibrils and their more or less random associations; this 
is called a “fringe fibrillar” structure which is basically one of the macro-conformations of 
polymer chains depicted in Fig. 6. Schuster et al. (2003) used Ultra Small Angle Neutron 
Scattering (USANS) to yield information on lyocell fibres and their proposed structure at 
different dimensional levels is given in Fig. 7. In general, lyocell fibre is distinguished by its 
high crystallinity, high longitudinal orientation of crystallites, high amorphous orientation,  
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Property Regular 
rayon Cuprammonium ‘Y’-shaped 

rayona Modal Polynosic Lyocell 
fibre b 

Fibre cross-
section 

  
Dry 
tenacity 
(cN/tex) 

20-24 15-20 18-22 34-36 40-45 40-44 

Wet 
tenacity 
(cN/tex) 

10-15 9-12 9-12 19-21 30-40 34-38 

Extension 
at break  
(%, dry) 

20-25 7-23 17-22 13-15 8-12 14-16 

Extension 
at break  
(%, wet) 

25-30 16-43 23-30 13-15 10-15 16-18 

Water 
imbibitions 
(%) 

90-100 100 100-110 75-80 55-70 65-70 

Cellulose 
DP 250-350 450-550 250-350 300-500 550-700 550-600 

Initial wet 
modulus 
(at 5 %) 

40-50 30-50 35-45 100-120 140-180 250-270 

aThe ‘Y’-shaped rayon data are based on Courtaulds’ Galaxy fibre; 
bThe solvent-spun rayon data are based on Courtaulds’ Tencel fibre 

Table 2. Physical properties of selected commercially available rayon fibres. 

 
Fig. 6. Illustration of the macro-conformations of polymer chains. A, amorphous; B, regular 
chain folding; C, chain-extended which represents the limiting cases, and the middle part D, 
fringe micelle represents the intermediate structure. 
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low lateral cohesion between fibrils, low extent of clustering and relatively large void (pore) 
volume in comparison to other cellulosic regenerated fibres. 

5.15 Å5.15 Å

Cellulose II Crystallite

Fringed Micellar Cellulose II
(Elemental Fibril)

A: crystallites
B: amorphous regions
C: interfibrillar tie molecules
D: cluster formation
E: void

macrofibrilmacrofibril

10-30 µm thick

Fiber (skin-core)

microfibril
microfibril

Ø  0.5 - 1 µm

Macrofibril

elemental fibril

elemental fibril

Ø - 100 nm

Microfibril

Ø 5-20 nm

Elemental Fibril

 
Fig. 7. Lyocell fibre structure at different dimensional levels.(based on Schuster et al. (2003)) 

There is a wide range of possibilities or processes to influence the fiber structure and its 
properties such as changing the parameters (e.g. type of pulp and molecular weight of 
polymer, dope composition, air gap length, l/d ratio of spinning nozzle, spinning speed, 
draw ratio, spinning bath composition, etc.) during the fibre formation. One of the processes 
for lyocell fibres mentioned herein is a “softer” precipitation, involving a two-stage 
precipitation in alcohol and water. By this process a decrease of crystallinity and orientation 
of lyocell fibers is obtained and, therefore, the fiber structure and core-shell structure is 
affected.(Klemm et al., 2005) It is also known that the structure and properties of 
regenerated fibers, like density, crystallite size, orientation, pore number and volume and 
therefore, skin-core structure as well, can be influenced with applied physical process 
(spinning) conditions. Recently, a skin-core model for lyocell fibers was proposed by 
Biganska(Biganska, 2002) where three-component system is presented. A system with 
compact fiber core, a porous middle zone and a semi-permeable fiber skin. However, Gindl 
et al. (2006) showed that only two different parts within lyocell fiber do exist, skin and core. 
They observed that studied fibers have uniform skin-core orientation, in contrast, Kong et al. 
(2007) obtained non-uniform skin-core orientation by X-ray diffraction as claimed due to the 
differences of used beam size (5 × 5 µm vs. 500 nm). This non-uniformity resulted in the 
higher average orientation of the fiber skin than of the core. Additionally, it was shown that 
the skin-core model of lyocell fibers is influenced by the increased shear forces on the outer 
region of the fiber during passing the spinning dope through the spinneret, which generates 
higher crystal orientation at the skin. 
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3. Activation treatments of cellulose 

Activation methods (Table 3) in general are those that only open and widen existing 
capillaries, voids and interstices, those that are capable of splitting up fibrillar aggregations, 
and those that are able to disrupt crystalline order and/or change the crystal modification in 
order to increase accessibility and reactivity of fibrous cellulose substrates, e.g. fibres or 
fabrics.(Krässig, 1993b)  

 
Treatment  Action 
Degradation Chemical Hydrolysis-acid or enzymatic  
  Oxidation 

 Thermal Applied at different temperatures in various 
media 

 Radiation Exposure to UV/VIS or high-energy radiation 
Mechanical  Milling – dry and wet, grinding, beating, cutting 
  Freezing, ultrasonic agitation 

Solvent exchange  From water-swollen state introducing inert media 
towards providing reactive water-swollen state 

Inclusion  As solvent exchange but introducing inert liquids 
to maintain reactive water-swollen state 

Swelling  inter- and intra-fibrillar swelling  
  swelling agent/solvent 

Table 3. Treatments which have an activating effect onto cellulose fibrous substrates. 

Degradation treatment of cellulose substrate can be performed with numerous chemical 
reaction routs, which of major significance is hydrolysis and oxidation, or with applying 
different source of energy such as UV/VIS, γ-irradiation or thermal treatment. Mechanical 
treatment is commonly employed by grinding, milling, beating or cutting to reduce size as 
well as increase accessible and reactive internal surface of cellulose with varying of 
activating time and/or temperature. 

Activation of cellulose substrates also occurs in water-free organic environments followed 
by solvent exchange or by inclusion in a subsequently performed reaction. The solvent 

exchange treatment represents the action from water-swollen state with introduction of 
media which are unable to swell cellulose itself (inert to cellulose). Very similar is inclusion 
treatment which maintains the reactive water-swollen state by introducing inner liquids (e.g. 
benzene) applying the solvent exchange. Examples of chemicals used which provide highly 
swelling systems causing intra-fibrillar as well as intra-crystalline swelling include inorganic 
acids, various salt solutions, inorganic and organic bases, amines and amine complexes, and 
metal hydroxide solutions. In general, these treatments penetrate the fibre substrate through 
existing capillaries and pores, open already present voids between fibrillar elements, disrupt 
fibrillar associations, and finally enter the more easily accessible regions interlinking the 
crystallites forming the elementary fibrils. From there, they are able to penetrate at suitable 
treatment conditions; concentration and temperature, and to some extent tension during 
treatment, have to be considered from both ends into the lattice structure of elementary 
crystallites, which break open inter-molecular hydrogen-bonds and van der Waals 
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interactions between lattice layers, leading to a widening of lattice distances or even changes 
in the crystal lattice.(Krässig, 1993b) 

3.1 Accessibility and swelling of cellulose 

3.1.1 Cellulose water/moisture interactions 

One of the most important features of cellulosic substrates is their propensity to absorb 
moisture from ambient air, expressed in terms of either moisture regain or moisture content. 
Water absorption causes swelling of the substrate, which alters the dimensions of the fibre, 
and this, in turn, will cause both changes in physical properties such as the size, shape, 
stiffness, and permeability of yarns and fabrics,(Morton & Hearle, 1993) as well as 
sorption/desorption characteristics (Široká et al., 2008), and in mechanical properties such 
as tensile modulus and breaking stress,(Kongdee et al., 2004) and, therefore, interaction 
between cellulose and water plays an important part in the chemistry, physics and 
technology of cellulose isolation and processing. 

Cellulose accessibility largely depends on the available inner surface, supramolecular order, 
fibrillar architecture, and also fibre pore structure. In most cases, there is interaction with 
water which consequently destroys weak hydrogen-bonds, but cannot penetrate into the 
region of high order, in contrast to, for example, aqueous solutions of sodium hydroxide, 
and therefore cellulose is not dissolvable in water. In Fig. 8, an overview is given about the 
depth of fibre reorganization/dissolution and also indicates the fields of its application; 
sorbed water on such a polymer can cause structural changes predominantly in the 
amorphous or intermediate phases. However, there is also a significant role associated with 
pores, capillaries, and the network of voids, which do not have uniform size and shape.  

 

Fig. 8. Different stages of cellulose fibre reorganisation at different level: a) solvent, b) yarn, 
and c) fabric level. 

From the chemistry perspective, cellulose-water interactions are basically a competition of 
hydrogen-bond formation between hydroxyl groups in the polymer and hydrogen-bond 
formation between one hydroxyl group of a cellulose chain and a water molecule or a water 
cluster.(Klemm et al., 1998) Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) may be used as valuable 
technique to explore the interaction of either water or moisture with various natural and 
synthetic polymers with hydrophilic groups, and thermal properties of polymers and water. 
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Tatsuko and Hyoe Hatakeyama’s classified different fractions of water in cellulose 
structures.(Hatakeyama & Hatakeyama, 1998) The first-order phase transition of water 
fractions closely associated with the polymer matrix is usually impossible to observe; such 
fractions are termed non-freezing water and it can directly interact with hydroxyl groups of 
cellulose. Another fraction of water, freezing bound water, is less closely associated and in 
contrast, it exhibits melting/crystallisation; it is able to interact with either hydroxyl groups 
of cellulose or water already absorbed to cellulose. The sum of the non-freezing and freezing 
bound water fraction is the bound water content. Water, whose melting/crystallisation 
temperature and enthalpy are not significantly different from those of normal (bulk) water, 
is designated as freezing water. Bound water in the water-insoluble hydrophilic polymers, 
such as cellulose, lignin, etc., breaks hydrogen-bonding between the hydroxyl groups of the 
polymers, and its content depends on the chemical and supramolecular structure of each 
polymer. Schematic illustration of all kinds of water within the fibre structure is proposed in 
Fig. 9, where from it is obvious that the freezing (Wf) and non-freezing (Wnf) water provides 
a dry touch and dry perception respectively. However, with further water absorption within 
fibre structure, the bulk (Wb) and capillary water (Wc) provides a wet touch and hence, it 
imparts wet perception respectively.  

 
Fig. 9. Water in cellulosic fibre.  

Transport of liquid or moisture within the porous solid such as textile fibre or fabric occurs 
by external forces or capillary forces only. If a liquid is spontaneously transported and it is 
driven inside porous solid, it is known as wicking. The capillary force increases as the 
capillaries; gaps between the individual fibres, become thinner – the finer the fibres, the 
smaller the gaps are, and the better the transport. Wicking is a result of spontaneous wetting 
in a capillary system due to fact that the capillary forces are caused by wetting. Wetting of 
fibres or fabric usually involves three phases which may be characterized the best as the 
displacement from a surface of a fibre-air interface with a fibre-liquid interface. It needs to 
be noted that the wicking and wetting are not two different processes, but wetting is a 
prerequisite for wicking.(Kissa, 1996; Rosen, 2004) 

Surface wettability (wetting characteristics) of any fabric containing a single fibre type is 
identical to the wettability of its constituent single fibres.(Hsieh, 1995) Therefore, the fibre 
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surface and the liquid properties are determining factors of fibre wetting properties. The 
geometric configurations and the pore structure of the porous medium (e.g. woven fabric) 
determine its liquid transport properties and hence, capillary water differs in various types 
of fabric construction (plain-, twill- or sateen-woven fabrics). Fabric geometry and fabric 
construction influence properties of macro-pores (pore size, pore size distribution, pore 
connectivity, total pore volume).(Hsieh et al., 1992) Pores in woven fabrics can be intra-fibre, 
inter-fibre and inter-yarn;(Hsieh, 1995) intra-fibre pores are smallest and are discontinuous, 
not being merged with neighboring fibres. Structure and dimensions of inter-fibre and inter-
yarn pores are influenced by yarn structure and yarn density in woven fabrics and thus, the 
observed differences are mainly determined by fabric construction. 

When cellulose fibres are dried there is a subsequent reduction in the extent of swelling 
when the fibres are re-wet; the loss of swelling resulting from a drying and re-wetting cycle 
is so-called “hornification” or “zip up of voids”.(Crawshaw & Cameron, 2000) Basically, some 
voids “zip up” after drying of swollen substrate by the formation of additional hydrogen-
bonds between cellulose molecules, and this may lead to re-crystallization or to spot-wise 
bridging, which produces non-crystalline, brittle, inaccessible domains on a larger scale. 
According to this model, during wetting, cellulose chains are hydrated with water 
molecules, re-arrangement of cellulose chains takes place due to opening of closed pores 
and joining up of small pores. When drying, the water molecules are partially removed and 
hydrogen-bonds between cellulose molecules are generated. This interaction induces re-
arrangement of fibre structure, loss of fibre pores and collapse of large pores, which is not 
recovered by re-wetting. Furthermore, amorphous cellulose may become re-crystalline on 
drying. This change results in lowered pore volume and surface area that is especially found 
in non-crosslinked type fibres. The limited re-expansions can also be attributed to covalent 
interactions, such as the formation of lactone bridges between hydroxyl and carboxylic 
groups in the polymer chains (Diniz et al., 2004). There is also some evidence of drying-
induced crystallization in cellulosics, to which is also attributed the phenomenon of 
hornification (Brancato, 2008). Accessibility and reactivity of cellulosic fibres are reduced 
due to the already mentioned hornification phenomena. In accordance with Crawshaw et al. 
(2000) findings on drying, the void fraction falls and the void size rises, suggesting that a 
large number of voids “zip up”, essentially, some voids merge and creates larger ones. These 
authors proposed a schematic illustration of water-swollen and dried Tencel fibres. Another 
widely accepted explanation is so-called fibrillar ‘fusion’, the formation of hydrogen bonds 
between surface hydroxyls, which causes the reduction of interfibrillar interstices and hence, 
the accessible and reactive internal surface is decreased.(Krässig, 1993b) This fusion is 
enhanced the lower the crystalline order and the higher the degree of swelling prior to 
drying of cellulose substrate from the water wet state.(Krässig, 1993b) The same reference 
states that the effect of hornification can be avoided by appropriate swelling treatment (e.g. 
ammonia pre-treatment) or by drying after solvent exchange to more hydrophilic liquids. 

An additional effect can be expected due to differences in cross-section type of fibres used. 
These differences will influence pick-up, sorption properties, and fibre swelling in respect to 
structural differences and also macroscopic properties like stiffness and handle. Usually, 
fibres of different cross-section are used in specific applications, e.g. hygiene and personal 
care or technical applications and thus, systematic scientific comparisons on fabric level are 
rare. 
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3.1.3 Cellulose-aqueous alkali hydroxide interactions 

The process of caustic treatment was devised in 1844 by John Mercer and he was later 
granted a patent(Mercer, 1851) for work he had done on vegetable fabrics and fibrous 
material (cotton, flax) and other textures with treatment of caustic soda, potassium 
hydroxide, dilute sulfuric acid or zinc chloride. The process did not become popular, 
however, until H. A. Lowe improved it into its modern form in 1890; by holding the cotton 
during treatment to prevent it from shrinking, Lowe found that the fibre gained a lustrous 
appearance and good dyeability.(Beaudet, 1999) Afterwards, treatments with aqueous 
sodium hydroxide solutions found numerous applications as the primary step in many 
industrial practices leading to acetyl, ether or ester derivatives of cellulose. 

One of the most important steps in cellulosic fabric processing is the treatment in aqueous 
solutions of alkali hydroxides, particularly aqueous sodium hydroxide solution. In 
general, mercerization and alkalization, respectively of cellulose is a conventional 
swelling treatment of cellulosics substrates with aqueous alkali solutions, usually carried 
out in concentrations between 6.8 to 7.6 mol dm-3 NaOH, and is a prerequisite to the 
preparation of many cellulose derivatives, the spinning of viscose ramie and lyocell, or 
the manufacturing of cellulose-based sponges.(Porro et al., 2007) In its interaction with 
cellulose, aqueous sodium hydroxide above a certain concentration is able to penetrate the 
cellulose crystalline lattice to yield a series of more or less well-defined crystalline 
complexes holding a number of sodium ions and water molecules within their crystalline 
lattice. From analysis of these complexes by X-ray diffraction it has been found that 
cellulose and alkali solutions interact strongly with the consequence of swelling of 
cellulose fibres. This interaction at low alkali concentration with cellulosic fibres causes an 
increase in their cross-sectional area with simultaneous shrinkage in length; the extent of 
the dimensional changes caused by the swelling depends on the alkali treatment 
concentration and temperature.(Krässig, 1993a) This effect is most probably influenced by 
the degree of swelling observed previously for cotton(Warwicker, 1969), which herein at 
its maximum (between 3.00 and 3.75 mol dm-3 for continuously treated lyocell fabrics) 
decreases with increasing temperature of the treatment liquor.(Široký et al., 2010) 
Treatment with aqueous sodium hydroxide solution improves the fabric’s mechanical and 
chemical properties such as dimensional stability, fibrillation tendency, tensile strength, 
dyeability, reactivity, lustre and smoothness.(Široký et al., 2009) Therefore, the strong 
swelling tendency of lyocell in alkali solutions substantially influences substrate 
properties such as the pore structure, crystallinity, fibrillation tendency, and surface 
characteristics in fibres, and yarn crimp and stiffness in fabrics.(Široký et al., 2010) In 
addition, during wet processing, lyocell fabrics are sensitive to the generation of 
permanent crease marks and alkali pre-treatments are recommended to counteract this 
(Široký et al., 2009). 

Recently, Goswami et al.(Goswami et al., 2009) observed that sodium hydroxide treatment 
causes the density, orientation and crystallinity of lyocell fibres to decrease with increasing 
sodium hydroxide concentration, and that the greatest change in fibre properties occurs 
between 3.0 and 5.0 mol dm-3 NaOH. This was attributed to the onset of formation of 
sodium (Na)-cellulose II at 3.0 mol dm-3 NaOH; a fully formed Na-cellulose II structure was 
observed above 6.8 mol dm-3 NaOH. In addition, alkalization without tension can increase 
the moisture regain at a given relative humidity to 1.5 times its previous value; 
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mercerization under tension does not cause such a large increase,(Morton & Hearle, 1993) 
and generally causes an increase in fibrillar (crystalline) orientation.(Krässig, 1993a) 
Moreover, cellulose is susceptible to limited degrees of dissolution in alkali solutions, 
leading to weight loss in substrates. For instance, lyocell fibre mass reduces by 2-10% with 
increasing NaOH concentration up to 10 mol dm-3.(Jaturapiree, 2007; Zhang et al., 2005) 

The ability of cellulose to adsorb alkali hydroxide ions was originally considered to be a 
chemical process. In 1907, Vieweg observed two ranges of caustic soda concentrations at 
which the uptake of sodium hydroxide reached a plateau by applying so-called “change-in-
titer” method;(Krässig, 1993a) the principle of this method was to measure the drop in alkali 
concentration of a given caustic soda solution by a known weight of immersed cellulose, 
and, at the time, had been use for a decade as a convincing observation for the occurrence of 
a defined chemical reaction following stoichiometric rules. Nevertheless, Vieweg’s findings 
(and those of other research groups) were subjected to criticism by Leighton (1916) who 
introduced the centrifugation method; he mainly criticized the assumption made by Vieweg 
that no water is taken up by solid phase and he showed that “his method” allowed the 
separation of the uptake of water and the uptake of sodium hydroxide. Moreover, 
Leighton’s method revealed that there is initially a preferential water uptake, which has a 
maximum at medium concentrations, whereas the uptake of sodium hydroxide steadily 
increases over the whole concentration range, except at the lowest concentrations. The 
balance of the two separate uptakes explains the plateau in Vieweg’s curve of apparent 
sodium hydroxide uptake. 

From these observations, it was concluded that the uptake of alkali hydroxides by cellulose 
is an adsorption phenomena based on the Donnan equilibrium theory,(Donnan, 1924; Neale, 
1929) rather than a chemical process. It is assumed that cellulose, behaving as a very weak 
monobasic acid, forms a sodium salt to an extent increasing with the concentration of the 
alkali. Excess alkali diffuses into the mechanically separable cellulose phase. It results in an 
unequal distribution of ions what causes an osmosis or movement of water which distends 
the cellulose until the osmotic pressure is balanced by the forces arising from the cohesion of 
the gel and therefore, the cellulose swells. In addition, Neale’s theoretical osmotic curves 
showed that as the temperature falls the maximum osmotic pressure rises, and the 
maximum occurred at a lower concentration of alkali. One of the difficulties with the 
absorption theory was based on the fact that uptake by native cellulose substrates is not 
smooth and reversible as might be expected for an adsorption process.(Krässig, 1993a) 
Another issue with the earlier investigations and results interpretation is that the effect of 
the morphology, fine structure, and accessibility of the cellulosic fibre substrate was, in most 
cases, ignored and it was assumed that the fibres were equally accessible throughout. 

A comprehensive study of parameters, such as sodium hydroxide concentration and 
temperature, which influence the formation of various sodium-celluloses was conducted by 
Sobue et al. (1939) using an X-ray technique. They proposed a phase diagram of ramie 
cellulose and its various Na-cellulose crystalline complexes. They also revealed a new 
highly swollen and poorly crystalline allomorph, namely Na-cellulose Q, occurring at NaOH 
concentrations between 7% to 10% (1.75 to 2.50 mol dm-3 NaOH) and temperatures between 
–10 and 1°C. More recently, it was found that if an adequate pre-treatment of cellulose was 
applied, within the Q phase, total dissolution of cellulose can occur;(Kamide et al., 1984) 
solutions of 5% (w/v) cellulose could be obtained at a sodium hydroxide concentration of 
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9% (2.25 mol dm-3 NaOH) and temperature of 4°C and below. It is generally accepted that 
the immersion of ramie or cotton fibres into 12-16% (w/v) NaOH (3.0 to 4.0 mol dm-3 
NaOH) yields Na-cellulose I, whereas the use of more concentrated alkali, typically 20-30% 
(w/v) NaOH (5.0 to 7.5 mol dm-3 NaOH), gives another allomorph: Na-cellulose II. The 
conversion of Na-cellulose I into Na-cellulose III is obtained by vacuum drying Na-cellulose I, 
whereas washing Na-cellulose I and Na-cellulose II until neutrality, yields the sodium-free Na-
cellulose IV, which in its turn will give cellulose II upon drying. As Porro et al.(2007) stated, 
the analysis of the X-ray data alone may not be sufficient to give a clear picture of the 
interaction of the Na+ ions with the cellulose molecules. Therefore, Porro suggested a 
thorough analysis of 13C solid-state NMR data of the various Na-cellulose complexes due to 
the low spectral resolution of X-ray which did not lead to a clear assignment of the 
resonances belonging to the various complexes. These authors proposed a phase diagram, 
based on the occurrence of Na-cellulose I and Na-cellulose II together with the Q region where 
cellulose is essentially soluble. It defines six regions, two of them being border zones where 
two phases are present at the same time. 

4. Sodium hydroxide treatment of lyocell woven fabrics in continuous 
process 

The key area in this part will be to examine the effect of aqueous sodium hydroxide 
treatment (alkalisation) of cellulosic natural-based polymer, in particular lyocell fabric, 
which are of cellulose II crystalline structure. The alkali treatment or NaOH uptake of 
cellulose is a long-lasting issue, regarding cotton and other cellulose materials. Sufficient 
information of alkali pad-batch process (no tension applied) to cellulose substrates is 
available with its effect onto cellulose fabrics. For example, the maximum NaOH 
uptake/swelling is between 2.0 – 2.5 mol dm-3 for fabric, high shrinkage force is present 
during treatment causing strong dimensional changes (shrinkage) to treated material, effect 
on crystallinity and dye sorption was reported. While numerous publications concerning 
NaOH treatment of cotton have been published, a gap in alkalisation knowledge of lyocell 
fabrics exists. Limited information is available on the continuous treatment process which 
constitutes important part of commercial operations. Therefore, a pilot-scale pre-treatment 
with NaOH was performed with a washer, a special semi-scale apparatus simulating a real 
alkali process to undertake a comprehensive study of various process parameters on lyocell 
woven fabric and its physico-chemical and sorption properties. Herein, the influence of 
NaOH treatment concentration, treatment temperature, tension applied to fabric and their 
effects to treated substrates will be discussed. Also, an influence of fabric 
structure/geometry (plain-, twill-, sateen-woven fabrics) on NaOH release (wash-off) from 
woven lyocell fabrics will be considered.  

Before considering the relationship between the structure of cellulose substrates and their 
physical and chemical properties it is appropriate briefly summarise alkalisation process in 
textiles. Swelling is a special feature of porous substrate causing its expansion at different 
levels, e.g. fibre, yarn, or fabric. Particularly, this expansion results in close contact of fibres 
and yarns which in turn, reduces yarns mobility and increases swelling restriction. 
Therefore, the deformity or irregularity in the fibre cross-sectional area of, for example, 
lyocell fabric rises with increasing NaOH concentration (0-6 mol dm-3) as observed 
recently(Goswami et al., 2009) and porosity decreases. Swelling reduction induces restricted 
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effect of chemicals to be swollen and hence, the accessibility of fabric decreases significantly. 
This effect can be seen in wash-off or alkali release from alkali treated lyocell fabrics which 
is discussed and shown in recent publication(Široký et al., 2011a). On the level of fabric, the 
fabric construction has a crucial effect as the swelling and wet pick-up differs for various 
fabric constructions (e.g. plain-, twill- or sateen-woven lyocell fabrics). 

 
Fig. 10. Picture of apparatus used in continuous alkali pre-treatment process. 

The continuing process of alkali pre-treatment was done with a washer simulating real 
alkali process which is given in Fig. 10. It was divided into four stages (A, B, C, D), each 
with two sub-compartments (1 and 2) that could be heated independently; the four stages 
were alkali treatment (A2), stabilisation treatment (B2), washing (C1 and C2), neutralisation 
(D1), and final washing (D2). The fabric was passed through the apparatus over a series of 
rollers including tension compensators (T) and pressurised squeeze rollers (P). The fabric 
after passing through the last compartment (D) was wound on a take-up roller (R). In 
treatment stage, the NaOH concentration, applied tension and temperature varied. Due to 
changes in the concentration in the treatment stage (caused by process), the “effective” 
concentration of alkali was established at 0.0, 2.53, 3.33, 4.48, 4.65 and 7.15 mol dm-3 for 
treatment bath and 0.0, 0.73, 1.08, 1.18, 1.48 and 2.15 mol dm-3 for stabilization bath. 
Residence time was adjusted at 75±2 s and 71±3 s in treatment bath and stabilization bath 
respectively. Tension in treatment compartments was applied either at 49 N m-1 or 147 N m-

1, tension in stabilisation compartment was applied at 147 N m-1, and tension in washing 
and neutralization compartments was applied at 49 N m-1. During the alkali treatment stage 
the temperature of the solution was set at 25 °C or 40 °C, and in the stabilization stage the 
temperature was 60°C. The speed of passage of fabric through the system was set at 2 m 
min-1. Entire process and its all adjustments during the process are described in detail in our 
previous work.(Široký et al., 2009) 

4.1 Influence of physical properties 

Alkali treatment has a substantial influence on dimensional and mechanical properties as 
well as on morphological, molecular and supramolecular properties of cellulose II fibres (e.g. 
lyocell type) causing changes in their structure and performance. These physical changes 
were observed and examined by dimensional change, flexural rigidity (in dry and wet 
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state), mass per area, water retention and pick-up, abrasion resistance, tensile strength, 
elongation at break, and crease recovery following continuous treatment of the lyocell plain 
woven fabrics with aqueous sodium hydroxide solution under varying condition 
parameters.  

The influence of process parameters in alkali treatment of lyocell fabrics by a continuous 
process on dimensional and mechanical properties was examined with focus on: alkali 
concentration, treatment temperature, and tension applied on fabric.(Široký et al., 2009) The 
alkali concentration and treatment temperature exerted significant influence on these fabric 
properties, but no significant influence of tension was observed in the results. It was 
proposed herein, that at the maxima of fibre swelling in alkali influencing fabric 
macroscopic structure and properties at certain NaOH concentrations and temperatures 
(observed peaks) the greatest NaOH effect occurs. Peaks of fabric shrinkage were observed 
in samples treated with 3.33 mol dm-3 NaOH at 25°C, and with 4.48 mol dm-3 NaOH at 40°C. 
The shrinkage peaks corresponded to peaks in flexural rigidity, and minima in water 
retention, crease recovery, and breaking force. The shrinkage in fabrics and corresponding 
changes in their properties are attributed to fibre swelling in alkali influencing fabric 
macroscopic structure and properties. In the range of concentrations examined in this 
particular work(Široký et al., 2009), the best combination of properties was observed in 
fabrics treated with 2.53 mol dm-3 NaOH. These fabrics exhibited low wet flexural rigidity, 
high water retention, high crease recovery, high abrasion resistance, and high breaking 
strength as compared to the untreated fabric as well as among alkali treated fabrics. Also, it 
was found that the NaOH concentrations in treatment baths decreased during the course of 
fabric passage through liquors while, the NaOH concentration in the stabilisation baths 
increased into extents that increased with rise in liquor alkali concentrations. The NaOH 
depletion was attributed to sorption of alkali by substrates, and the rise in the stabilisation 
bath was attributed to the transport of NaOH from the treatment to the stabilisation bath by 
the fabric.  

4.2 Attenuated total reflectance fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy to 
characterize crystallinity changes 

In the structure of cellulose, a linear 1,4-β-glucan polymer, there are three hydroxyl groups 
able to interact through intra- and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding, which form highly 
ordered structures. Alkali treatment of all allomorphs of cellulose has a substantial influence 
on morphological, molecular and supramolecular levels, causing changes in crystallinity as 
a result of the degree of swelling, the rate of fibre swelling, changes in the voids and pore 
networks, and further, on supramolecular level, the diffusion of alkali solution into the less 
ordered amorphous and quasi-crystalline phases of the cellulose II polymer. Fourier-
Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is currently one of the best available techniques in 
the textile science to obtain structural information (Široká et al., 2011), which has been 
universal accepted for many years as a powerful tool for analytical and chemical 
characterisation in wide range of scientific disciplines and widely used in polymer 
characterisation, providing information about chemical nature, isomerisation, 
conformational order, state of order, and orientation. Using FT-IR, a clear relationship 
between interaction of hydroxyl groups and crystallinity in cellulose has been established, 
and numerous papers have been published in relation to infrared spectroscopy analysis of 
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native cotton and mercerised cotton as well as regenerated fibres (Hurtubise & Krassig, 
1960; Nelson & O’Connor, 1964; Široký et al., 2010) in order to establish or develop the ratio 
indices of absorption bands, crystallinity indices, the so-called ‘total crystallinity index’ (TCI) 
and ‘lateral order index’ (LOI). TCI represents the overall degree of order in cellulose given by 
the ratio of absorption at 1372 cm-1 (C–H deformation in cellulose II) and 2892 cm-1 (C–H 
stretch in cellulose II). LOI reflects the ordered regions perpendicular to the chain direction, 
which is greatly influenced by chemical processing of cellulose. This index is calculated as 
the ratio of two signals, at 1418 cm-1 (CH2 scissoring at C(6) in cellulose II ) and at 894 cm-1 
(C–O–C valence vibration of β-glycosidic linkage). First band decreases and second one 
increases as crystallinity decreases. Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier-Transform Infrared 
(ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy analysis is appropriate methods for gathering spectroscopic data, 
IR absorbance bands are particularly sensitive to the vibrations of polar groups such as OH 
groups as well as quite reasonable to the non-polar skeletal bonds such as C–C and C–O, 
and C-H. Therefore, it was used to observe the qualitative crystallinity changes in lyocell 
fabrics following continuous treatment with sodium hydroxide.  

 
Fig. 11. Total crystallinity index (TCI; ), lateral order index (LOI; ) and hydrogen 
bonding intensity (HBI; ) of plain woven lyocell fabrics with increasing sodium hydroxide 
concentration in treatment stage, under varying (49 or 147 N m-1) and temperature  
(25 or 40 °C) in treatment stage of continuous alkali treatment: A) 49/25; B) 49/40; C) 
147/25; D) 147/40. 

The results and comparisons of crystallinity indices (Fig. 11), TCI and LOI, and hydrogen-
bond intensity (HBI) against NaOH treatment concentration shown parallel behavior over 
the whole range of concentrations and process conditions, although the absolute values 
differ. There were observed maxima for TCI and LOI, and minima for HBI for all examined 
lyocell fabrics at effective concentrations of 3.33 and 4.48 mol dm-3 NaOH, when treated at 
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25°C and 40°C, respectively. Under these treatment conditions, it was proposed therein that 
maximum molecular reorganisation occurs in the amorphous and quasi-crystalline phases 
of the cellulose II polymer, which are corresponding to the changes evidenced from 
evaluation of physico-chemical properties (Široký et al., 2009). Moreover, it was 
demonstrated that even subtle changes in ATR-FTIR spectra can substantially affect 
crystallinity indices. 

4.3 Sorption properties 

It is well known that the regenerated cellulosic fibres absorb significant quantities of water 
by the expansion of void spaces within the semi-crystalline morphology, forming a water-
cellulose two-phase structure. Dyestuffs used for cellulosic fibres are highly water soluble, 
with molecular structures which are designed to interact at the internal interface between 
cellulose and water. The uptake of dyes is often used to monitor changes in fibre properties 
brought about by variations in processing, hence, dyes can be considered as coloured probe 
molecules that provide information on the detailed internal pore structure of fibres (Ibbett et 
al., 2006). The adsorption study of hydrolyzed reactive dye, namely C.I. Reactive Red 120 
(RR120), on lyocell fabric was performed (Široký et al., 2011b) to gather information of the 
alkali treatment effect on the thermodynamics of the dye sorption and on changes in the 
fabric/fibre structure. Hydrolyzed reactive dye behaves essentially like a direct dye, which 
provides particular advantages of assurance that covalent bonding between the dye and 
fibre did not interfere with sorption, the substantivity (physical adsorption) is high and 
therefore, relatively short dyeing times can be employed as well as being used as molecular 
sensors to characterize cellulose substrate properties such as pore structure.(Inglesby & 
Zeronian, 2002; Luo et al., 2003)  

Thorough study of dye adsorption revealed that sorption observed herein may occur via a 
combination of Langmuir, typical of limited side-specific adsorption, and Freundlich, 
indicating unlimited adsorption at non-specific sites, isotherms, although, sorption theory 
teaches that the interaction between dye molecules and cellulosic fibres is typically of 
Freundlich isotherm and based on hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions. On 
other site, carboxylate function groups, which are formed through oxidation of cellulosic 
fibres following mercerisation, are capable to provide anionic side-specific sides for 
adsorption. Interesting relation was obtained when the observations for equilibrium dye 
sorption (qe) from aqueous solution onto a lyocell was compared with the reacting structural 
fraction (RSF) concept developed and established by Fink et al. (1986). The qe of hydrolyzed 
RR120 by lyocell fabrics treated with varying concentrations of NaOH showed very similar 
shape of the plots with a maximum at ca. 3.50 mol dm-3 NaOH for lyocell, assigned to 
transition of cellulose II to its Na-cellulose II form following break of inter-molecular 
hydrogen bonds. Subsequent decrease within the respective transition ranges occurred to ca. 
4.50 mol dm-3 NaOH for cellulose II. A second maximum occurred at ca. 4.75 mol dm-3 for 
cellulose II which is caused by an additional increase in the RSF of the polymer, relative to 
disruption of the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds in the Na-cellulose II form. Increasing 
treatment concentration of NaOH causes strong lateral fibre swelling and subsequently 
increases accessible internal volume within the structure of the fibre. Therefore, the 
observed differences in sorption may be explained by the accessible pore volume (APV) of 
lyocell fibres to probes as a function of NaOH concentration previously studied by Özturk et 
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al. (2009) using inversion size exclusion chromatography (ISEC). It was demonstrated that 
for pore diameters of 19 Å and below that APV increased with increasing NaOH 
concentration to a maximum around 2.5 mol dm-3 NaOH, which was ca. 10% higher than for 
untreated lyocell. Applying molecular dynamics, the geometry and electronic properties of 
hydrolyzed RR120 were explored, and it was found that the dimensions of employed dye 
are about 30 Å (length) × 14 Å (wide) × 3.5 Å (depth) in one of the minimum energy states, 
providing a molecular diameter of 14 Å (end-on). It is less than 19 Å and therefore, it is 
likely that the maximum APV at around 2.5 mol dm-3 NaOH observed by (Özturk et al., 
2009) influences the accompanying maxima in the theoretical monolayer capacity (q0) and 
adsorption energy (ΔG0) also known as a standard free energy of dyeing or standard affinity 
of the dye for the substrate, which was indeed observed from the experimental results.  

The measurement of iodine sorption has been frequently applied in order to study an 
accessibility of cellulosic fibers.(Nelson et al., 1970; Schwertassek K., 1956; Široká et al., 2008; 
Strnad et al., 2001) This method has also been employed as a measure of fiber 
crystallinity.(Elesini U. S. & Cuden A. P., 2002; Hessler & Power, 1954; Zemljic et al., 2008) 
The computation of substrate crystallinity from iodine sorption value is based on the 
principle that iodine sorption in substrates is limited only to amorphous regions. However, 
earlier studies have shown that iodine penetrates into crystalline regions when the 
adsorption exceeds 11-12%, and the potassium iodide, in which the iodine is dissolved, acts 
as a swelling agent for cellulose.(Doppert H. L., 1967) These factors will influence results of 
iodine sorption. Hence, the iodine sorption may be better regarded as a general measure of 
overall accessibility in substrates. From the iodine sorption experiments performed on alkali 
treated lyocell fabrics, it was observed that the results do not follow the crystallinity results 
obtained by ATR-FTIR method. It seems that not only crystallinity of alkali treated lyocell 
fabrics swelling which is generally considered to increase accessibility of substrates, but also 
the construction of substrate can significantly influence the accessibility to iodine. 

4.4 Woven lyocell structure effect on sodium hydroxide release (wash-off) 

While in previous sections the discussion was oriented to the extended study of lyocell plain 
woven fabrics with effect of alkali concentration, treatment temperature and applied tension 
based on the previous work (Široký et al., 2010, 2011b; Široký et al., 2009), in this chapter, the 
influence of fabric structure (plain-, twill-, or sateen-woven fabrics) on NaOH release from 
lyocell after pad-batch pre-treatment (Široký et al., 2011a) will be explored by conductivity 
measurements in the system of deionized water-NaOH impregnated assemblies-the wash-
off bath. Weaving of the fabric is distinguished according to the manner the yarns or 
threads, longitudal-warp and lateral-weft, are interlaced to form fabric or cloth. Three basic 
weaves are used the most, plain-, twill- or sateen-weaving. Differences in fabric weaving or 
construction provide also differences in terms of accessibility, substrate surface and 
compactness, fabric diffusion, swelling, and fabric bulk density and porosity.  

Different fabric construction of the same fibre and yarn, herein weaving, plays a crucial role 
in liquid-fabric interactions. For example, wet pick-up (WPU) differs, which in turn effects 
the swelling, bulk density, or porosity of such a porous substrate as it shown in Fig. 12. Due 
to mathematical complexicity, only the changes on the macro-level were further investigated 
by measuring the conductivity in the wash bath and applying Crank’s approximation, the 
Crank’s equation for the flow through a membrane(Crank, 1975): 
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2M π Dt8t 1 exp2 2M π l

       
 (1) 

where, Mt is conductivity at a given time (mS cm-1), M∞ is conductivity at wash-off 
equilibrium or the corresponding conductivity during infinite time (mS cm-1), D is the 
diffusion coefficient (m2 s), l is half of the sheet (layer) thickness, because diffusion takes 
place from both its sides (m), and t is time (s). Herein, the factor (-π2 D/l2) was used as “alkali 
transport coefficient” K and was determined from the slope of ln(1 – Mτ/M∞) = f (t). 

 
Fig. 12. Changes in wet pick-up and porosity of loom-state fabric (A-untreated) and swollen 
fabric after dropping NaOH solution of different concentration: B-0.7, C-3.0, or D-5.0 mol 
dm-3 on fabric of different construction (plain-, twill-, or sateen-woven fabric). An optical 
microscope (Krüss, Germany) combined with a digital camera (Canon Power Shot S40) was 
used for taking microphotographs. A sample of 1 x 1 cm size was placed on a glass slide and 
NaOH solution was dropped on the substrate. After 10 s, the picture was taken. 

The kinetics of the system is a complex system with many parameters/components 
involved. Briefly, cellulose accessibility is dependent on the available inner surface, 
supramolecular order (range of degrees of order), fibrillar architecture, and pore structure. 
Interactions of cellulose with water which consequently destroys weak hydrogen-bonds, but 
cannot penetrate into regions of high order, in contrast to aqueous solutions of sodium 
hydroxide. Additionally, a significant role associated with pores, capillaries, and the 
network of voids, which do not have uniform size and shape need to be considered, and 
also NaOH treatment causes changes in pore structure (shape and size).(Bredereck & 
Hermanutz, 2005) Liquid absorption leads to swelling of the substrate (see Široký et al. 
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(2011a)), which alters the dimensions of the fibre, and this, in turn, causes changes in both 
physical properties (size, shape, stiffness, and permeability of yarns and fabrics, 
sorption/desorption characteristics)(Morton & Hearle, 1993; Široká et al., 2008) and 
mechanical properties (tensile modulus, breaking stress).(Kongdee et al., 2004) Moreover, 
the “skin-core’’ effect of lyocell fibres exists, wherein a fibre structure consists of different 
regions, which may lead to a diffusional boundary layer and hence, cause significant 
changes in concentration gradient within the substrate. 

 
Fig. 13. Trend lines based on calculated liquid transport coefficients (K) at different NaOH 
treatment concentrations. 

An alkali transport coefficient (K) was established to quantify alkali release, which 
represents the liquid-side mass transfer of alkali release after a pad-batch process into the 
wash-bath.(Široký et al., 2011a) Three regions of NaOH-release behavior were observed (Fig. 
13) and two competitive phenomena related to swelling, an increase of the substrate surface, 
and the substrate compactness, have been recognized. Firstly (up to 2.25 mol dm-3), the 
influence of fabric-alkali interactions and non-uniform access of NaOH determines alkali 
release, and also the absolute K value is mainly determined by the bulk densities (plain 
0.4998, twill 0.4622 and sateen 0.4096 g cm-3) and porosities (plain 0.671, twill 0.696 and 
sateen 0.731) and thus, it increases continuously as the material is still not fully swollen. The 
maximum swelling of cellulose fibers occurs between 2.25-3.00 mol dm-3 NaOH; here, 
maximum K is observed as well as dependency on fabric construction is still determining 
factor. Above 3.75 mol dm-3 NaOH, the treated substrates are highly swollen sheets and the 
K does not show dependency on fabric constructions, thus, the fabric construction is not 
relevant at this range anymore for the alkali-diffusion and the approximation of plain sheet 
diffusion corresponds to the real situation. As shown in this study, alkalization and release 
during wash-off are governed by fabric structure and alkali concentration. This finding is of 
particular relevance for an optimized processing of fabrics from regenerated cellulose fibers.  
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5. Conclusion 

The unique feature of cellulosic substrates to absorb moisture from the air or absorption of 
water or other solution, for example sodium hydroxide, causes swelling of this substrate. 
Then expansion of the fibre, yarn, or fabric occurs due to the swelling in liquid media. By 
continuous growth of fibre, yarn, or fabric, the accessibility becomes restricted as the 
porosity or the inter- and intra-yarn pores and/or inter-spaces diminish. Hence, NaOH 
treatment influences physical properties such as stiffness, shrinkage, water retention value 
and wet pick-up, mechanical properties such as tension, break force, elongation, crease 
recovery angle and mass loss.  

Also, it was shown and discussed herein that alkalization and release during wash-off are 
governed by fabric structure and alkali concentration. This finding is of particular relevance 
for an optimized processing of fabrics from regenerated cellulose fibres. While in technical 
processing, materials consisting from the same type of fibre and with similar mass per area 
are considered to behave identical during alkalization the present results show the need for 
individual process adaptation. 

It is obvious that the cellulose is very complex material and there is still limited knowledge 
available in this field rather containing more questions and uncertainties. A representative 
example is alkali treatment of this substrate with ongoing research more than 160 years and 
always some gaps within this area are recognised. In recent years, it can be seen that the 
field of cellulose, cellulose derivatives, or polysaccharides is expanding largely due its 
recognised wide potential and also its environmental benefit. Therefore, the long-term task 
for present and future research in cellulose is the development of novel processes which 
yield no or minimal ecologically harmful by-products. If these efforts are successful, 
cellulose will maintain and strengthen its position as a renewable and environmentally 
beneficial, industrially important raw material competing with synthetically produced 
polymers. 
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